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Safety First 
 

WARNING. Refer all servicing and maintenance operations to suitably qualified service 
personnel ONLY. 
 
Mains voltages are present within the controller. These are passed through to the print engine 

bypassing the mains switch. Therefore great care should be taken when working inside the 
controller. Isolate the mains before removing the controller lid. When working on the print 
engine be aware that mains voltages are still present on the print engine supply cable even with 

the mains switch on the controller turned off. 
 
Once the height adjustment locking handle is released the weight of the entire unit is supported 

by a gas strut. If the gas strut requires maintenance you MUST support the main body of the 
printer to prevent it dropping without warning and causing injury. 
 
When working with the air knife be aware that mains air pulses are used to blow labels around 

the edges of boxes. Keep eyes away from the air knifes during operation. 
 
Overview 

 
The P150 Label Print and Apply is a complete stand-alone system designed to automatically 
print and apply labels to the top of products for the retail supply chain. The integral Datamax 

print engine can print thermal transfer or direct thermal labels with all of the industry standard 
barcodes, text and graphics. The applicator can apply the labels to cartons, either on one side 
or to both the side and end of the carton. 
 

The optional integrated conveyor provides control over the carton position and spacing ensuring 
accurate and repeatable label positioning. The P150 is adjustable for both height and reach 
allowing labels to be applied anywhere on the top of the carton at any height. 

 
Long labels can be wrapped around the edge of the cartons, thus providing top and end 
labelling in one operation. The optional air knife blows the labels onto the back face of the 

carton with no pneumatic cylinders or rotating arms, ensuring minimum maintenance 
requirements. 
 
The P150 is manufactured predominantly from aluminium and stainless steel ensuring minimum 

corrosion, long life, easier cleaning and simple end-of-life recycling. It has been designed to be 
modular with most major components replaceable by removing just four bolts keeping downtime 
requirements to a minimum. 

 
The optional iBar label design software has been designed with the UK retail supply chain in 
mind. With the ability to automatically calculate use-by dates, shift codes and Julian dates it is 
simple to use for most operators. Using the optional Ethernet interface, and unlimited number of 

P150 systems can be controlled from one central point. 
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A brief tour through the system 
 

The P150 Print and Apply system is a microprocessor controlled machine to take blank labels, 
feed them through a print engine which prints barcodes, text and graphics on the labels, then 
onto an applicator that applies the labels to a carton. The labels are peeled from their silicon 
backing paper by pulling the backing paper through a motor drive and pinch roller. The backing 

paper is pulled over a sharp edge which detaches the label from the backing paper. The label is 
then offered to the top of a carton where it is wiped down by a brush strip. The cycle is started 
by a photocell detecting the carton on the conveyor. Label position is controlled by a delay time, 

set by thumbwheels on the controller.  
 
To ensure the best possible combination of print quality and throughput there is a moving arm 

system that maintains tension between the print engine and the applicator. This allows the print 
engine to print slowly and ensure the best possible print quality while the applicator applies 
quickly to maintain high production throughput. 
 

If labels are to be applied to both the top and back end of the carton then an airknife system is 
used to blow half of the label around the trailing edge of the carton. 
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Installation 
 

The P150 on an integrated conveyor is usually setup after a case taper to label boxes as they 
exit the taper. This has the advantage of using the case taper to space the boxes. If you are not 
using a case taper then care should be taken to ensure that there is an adequate gap between 
boxes when they arrive at the P150. For applying labels on the side of a carton only then a gap 

of 25 to 50mm will usually suffice. For labelling around the back edge you will need to leave 
around 200mm. This are guideline figures only and will vary depending on your label size, print 
engine speed and throughput. 

 
If you are using a wireless option on the print engine make sure that your proposed position has 
adequate wireless coverage. Contact Codeology for help and advice on setting up a wireless 

interface. 
 
Once you have chosen your position, wheel the system in place 
and lock off the castors. Set up the conveyor height by loosening 

the locking bolts on each of the four legs the loosening the clamp 
handles to raise or lower the conveyor bed (this is easier with two 
people). The height adjustment range will have been fixed to your 

specifications. 
 
Aim to have the conveyor bed level or very slightly lower than the 

infeed belt or case taper. It is better for the belt wear if the product 
drops onto the lower conveyor bed rather than driven up onto a 
higher bed. 
 

Once the bed is at your chosen height use a tape measure or spirit 
level to level up all four corners of the bed. Tighten all the leg 
locking bolts. 

 
If using a case taper try and match the centre line of the P150 and the case taper belts. This 
makes it easier for the operators to change the taper and printer settings when they are 

changing over production. 
 
At first installation, run the conveyor for 10 minutes and then check the belt tracking as shown in 
the routine maintenance section. 

 
Setting up the P150 for your products 
  

Switch the conveyor off.  Release the clamp locking lever and 
pushing against the gas strut, lift or lower the P150 until the bottom 
of the beak is about 1 inch (25mm) above the top of the carton. 
Level the applicator using the two screws on the stand collar. Undo 

the screw on the outside face of the collar, tighten the bottom screw 
on the inner face to tilt the applicator up from the stand, reverse the 
operation to tilt it down. 
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Place your carton in the middle of the conveyor (or feed 

one out of the case taper if you are using one) and set the 
conveyor guiding. The short guiding should be just 
touching the carton, the long guiding the other side can 
be up to 10 mm away. 

 
Adjust the position of the P150 over the conveyor by 
loosening the locking handle underneath the P150 

frame and sliding the P150 into position. Lock the 
handle but do not overtighten  
 

Place a carton underneath the P150 beak. Undo the 
two beak adjustment thumbscrews and slide the beak 
out until it is approximately 25mm (1 inch) above the 
carton and the brush is just pressing against the carton.  

The photos below show the correct adjustment (the first 
photo shows how the applicator photocell should be 
positioned near to the beak). 

 

 
When you have the labeller set as shown, tighten 
the thumbscrews and remove the carton. 

 
Switch on the print engine at the mains switch next 
to the print engine display. 

Do not switch on the P150 controller at this stage. 
 
Using your label design software, load a label 

design into the print engine if it does not already 
have one. If the display shows ‘waiting for signal’ 
then it has a design loaded and is waiting to print a 
label, if it shows ‘ready’ then it is empty and ready to 

receive a label design. 
 

Beak adjustment  

thumbscrews 
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Loading Labels and Ribbon 
 

Load labels by loosening the 
locking handle on the locking 
label roll disk and removing the 
disk. Place a new roll of labels 

with a 3 inch (76mm) core onto 
the label roll tripod. Replace the 
locking label roll disk, push 

firmly onto the roll of labels and 
lock the handle. DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN THE HANDLE. Note which way around the roll 
rotates and that the labels go around the infeed tension arm spindle 

 
Lift the lid on the print engine and release the print head 
locking lever. Release the label path control clip. Feed the 
labels around the infeed tension arm, around the two idler 

spindles and through the print engine as shown in the photo. 
Make sure that the labels go in a straight line right through 
the print engine and between the fingers of the gap sensor 

(it is a common mistake to miss that gap). If you get an ‘out 
of stock’ error when you start the system then you have not 
put the labels through the gap sensor. 

 
Adjust the plastic collars on the idler rollers up against the 

labels to keep the labels in line before the print engine. 
 

If you are using thermal transfer paper, follow the instructions on the label inside of the print 
engine lid to load a ribbon roll. 
 

Return the print head locking lever to its locked position. 
Close the print engine lid. Press the ‘feed’ button on the 
print engine to feed the first label through. If the first label 

does not stop with the gap near the edge of the print 
engine, press and hold the ‘feed’ button for 4 seconds to 
calibrate the gap sensor. The engine will feed three or four 
labels and then stop. You should only need to calibrate the 

sensor if you change label suppliers. Under normal 
circumstances the engine ‘learns’ the correct gap sensor 
settings within feeding two or three labels of each roll. 

 
Press the ‘feed’ button until you have enough 
labels to go around the P150 rollers and through 
the gap sensor as shown in the photo. 

 
Feed the labels around the rollers and through 
the gap sensor as shown. Take care that you do 

not peel a label off the backing inside the gap 
sensor as it can stick and cover the optics of the 
sensor. Wrap the label backing paper around the 

beak and back towards the drive rollers. 
 

Path control clip 

Gap sensor 

Head lever 

Error: path control 
clip not pushed down 

Error: label not in 
gap sensor 
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Peel the labels off the 

backing paper back to the 
beak. 
 
Rip the backing paper at 

an angle. and put a gentle 
fold towards you (only fold 
it, do not crease it) as 

shown  
 
Pull the pinch roller lever 

towards you and feed the 
backing paper between the 
drive roller and pinch roller 
(note the backing paper 

feeds between the white 
drive roller and the steel 
finger guard). As you push it 

between the rollers the fold 
will come out at the back of 
the pinch roller. If it wraps 

around the drive roller out of 
reach then remove the backing paper and increase the angle of the fold then try again. 
IMPORTANT NOTE: Make sure that you remove all the labels before passing the backing 
paper through the pinch roller and drive roller. Some adhesives and coatings on the labels can 

affect the drive roller grip and lead to slippage. 
 
Keeping the pinch roller lever pulled towards you, pull the backing paper through and up to the 

waste rewind. DO NOT STICK THE BACKING PAPER TO THE WASTE ROLLER WITH 
LABELS. Place the backing paper on the waste roller, pinch the start of the paper onto the roller 
and wind it two or three times to tension the paper. The roller will automatically grip the backing 

paper. 
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Setting the label path tension correctly 
 

Switch on the P150 controller. If there is a label in the P150 
gap sensor then the controller will signal the print engine to 
print a label and feed out one label until the gap sensor 
detects a gap.  

 
You now need to set the label path so it has the correct 
tension and the outfeed tension arm can keep the label path 

taut but not too tight. The photo on the right shows what you 
are aiming for. 
 

 

 

If the label path is very tight and the arm is at the fully 
extended position as shown, dial 00 on the SPEED 
thumbwheel then cover photocell on applicator to feed one 

label. Return the Speed thumbwheels to their original 
setting. 
 
 

 
 
 

If the labels are slack and the arm is at the far end of its 
travel as shown below right then press the pause button on 
the print engine and trigger the 

P150 photocell to apply one 
label. Trigger the photocell again 
until the label path is pulled taut. 

Press the pause button again. 
This will feed one label. If that 
makes the path slack again, then 
press the pause button. Trigger 

the photocell to take up the slack, then trigger the photocell 
again at the same time as pressing the pause button. This 
will print and feed one label at the same time and restore the correct tension. 

 
 

PAUSE button 
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Positioning Labels on your cartons 
 

Delay 
 
Label positioned on the cartons are determined by the position of the photocell detector, the 
conveyor speed and the P150 motor speed (the SPEED thumbwheels on the P150 controller) 

and the P150 delay (the time between the photocell triggering and the P150 motor starting, the 
DELAY thumbwheels on the P150 controller). In addition the delay setting can start from one of 
two positions, either when the photocell ‘sees’ the leading edge of carton  (called ‘leading edge 

trigger’) or when the photocell detects the box and waits to ‘see’ the back edge of the box 
(trailing edge trigger). The mode is determined by the setting of switch 4 on the main board 
inside the P150 controller. If you are using round-the-edge labels you will find it easier to use 

trailing edge trigger. 
 
Switch on the conveyor and allow a carton to pass underneath the P150. As the carton passes 
the beak one label will be printed and another applied to the carton. Adjust the delay 

thumbwheels to position the label where you want it on the carton. Delay 00 will apply the label 
as soon as the photocell detects the carton, delay 99 will wait around 1 second before applying 
it. 

 
Speed 
 

Adjust the thumbwheels labelled SPEED on the P150 
controller so that the label speed and the carton speed 
are closely matched. You can tell if you have it right by 
watching the label as it applies. You should aim to have 

a label shape like this as it applies. 
 
 

 
 
 

If the speed settings on the thumbwheels are too low 
then the label will be dragged from the backing paper as 
shown on the right. This affects the operation of the gap 
sensor so you will see the labels stopping at odd 

positions or more than one label being applied on each 
box. 
 

 
 
 
If the speed settings on the thumbwheels are too high 

then the label can crinkle on the carton or fold back on 
itself. With Codeology supplied conveyors a speed 
setting around 38 should be adequate. If you find that 

you are using much higher settings then clean and 
adjust the motor and drive roller system as described in 
routine maintenance. 

 
 

Just right 

Increase SPEED setting 

Decrease SPEED setting 
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Air Knife setup for round-the-edge labelling 

 
Set the air knife pressure at 60-70 psi. Angle the air knife at about ten degrees from the line of 
the peeler plate and gap sensor assembly. Ensure that switch 2 on the P150 main board is 
switched to ‘on’ to enable the air knife. Ensure that the air knife valve electrical connection is 

plugged into the P150 controller. 

 
The timing of the air knife is controlled by the P150 controller, there are no user-adjustable 
settings except for the angle of the air knife itself. This will blow a label cleanly around the edge 

of a box. If the label does not wrap cleanly around the edge fine tune the knife angle until it 
does. 
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Troubleshooting 
 

WARNING: Live voltages are present inside the equipment. Refer all servicing and 
maintenance operations to suitably qualified service personnel ONLY. 
 
If several labels are fed out, the red alarm light flashes and the display on the P150 shows 

‘TIMEOUT ALARM, CANNOT SEE GAP’ refer to the section titled ‘Calibrating the P150 gap 
sensor’ 
 

Alarm conditions 
 
There are two instances where the red alarm light will flash on the P150 controller and an alarm 

message will be displayed. These are: 
 

1. Timeout Alarm, cannot see label. 
 

2. Timeout alarm, cannot  see gap 
 
Timeout Alarm, cannot see label  

 
This is usually caused when the label stock runs out. The last label is applied and then the P150 
does not find another label. Reload new label stock and cycle the power on the P150 controller 

to clear the error. 
 
If there are labels moving through the gap sensor and you still get the error then follow the 
instructions in ‘Calibrating the P150 gap sensor’ 

 
Timeout alarm cannot see gap 
 

This means that the gap sensor thinks it can only see labels. This can occur if you use 
particularly cheap direct thermal paper. Follow the instructions in ‘Calibrating the P150 gap 
sensor’. It can also occur if the speed setting on the SPEED thumbwheels is too low. If labels 

are dragged off by the carton instead of being smoothly applied then the gap sensor does not 
operate correctly. 
 
Labels do not stop in the same place, occasionally more than one label is fed out and the 

unit goes into alarm. 
 
Check: 

There are no bright light sources shining on the gap sensor (including sunlight through 
windows) 
 
The speed settings. If the speed is too low the labels get dragged off the roll and the gap sensor 

will not operate correctly. 
 
No label gaps are detected at all; unit goes straight into timeout alarm 

 
Check: 
Are there any labels stuck in the gap sensor. If so, clean the sensor with isopropanol to remove 

the labels and residue. Recalibrate the gap sensor by following the instructions in ‘Calibrating 
the P150 gap sensor’. If that fails then replace the gap sensor. 
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Print engine feeds a label but the P150 does not apply, the alarm light does not illuminate 

 
Check speed not set to 00. This is a special speed setting that only prints a label but does not 
apply it. 
 

Print engine feeds a label but the P150 does not apply, the timeout alarm activates 
 
Check the motor drive grub screws for tightness (see weekly maintenance for instructions), this 

is the usual cause. 
 
If no motor drive at all, remove the controller lid and check that there are lights under all the 

fuses. Any lights out means the fuse is blown. The motor fuse is 6.3A, the others are 1A. 
 
Check the tightness of the two fixing screws on the power transistor on the bottom face of the 
P150 controller. Also look for arcing or burning. If seen, replace the transistor and fixing screws. 

 
No display on either P150 or print engine. 
 

Check mains fuse in P150 switch (240V 1.6A, 110V 3A). If blown, investigate cause before 
replacing 
 

P150 applies label but print engine does not print. Eventually P150 goes into timeout 
alarm when the labels in the path have all been applied. 
 
Check or any fault messages in the print engine display and rectify any error shown. If none 

check that the display shows ‘waiting for signal’. If it displays ‘ready’ then there is no label 
design loaded into the print engine. 
 

Labels print with intermittent wavy diagonal lines across, especially across barcodes 
 
Reduce print temperature (either in your label software or using the print engine menu system) 

and recheck. Too high a temperature melts the ribbon when a lot of black is printed. 
 
Look at the ribbon through the print engine lid. It should feed from the 
ribbon roll into the head in a smooth sheet. If you can see diagonal waves 

across the ribbon it is being pulled off-centre. Lift the ribbon on its spindle 
by 2-3mm. Clean the ribbon rollers and print head and retest. If the waves 
remain rotate the green print head adjuster (arrowed, right) at the top of 

the print head by one click and try again until the waves disappear. 
 
White lines along the length of the label 
 

Clean the print head, rollers and ribbon path and retest. If they persist then replace the print 
head. 
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Only top or bottom half of the label prints (see photo, right). 

 
Rotate the green print head adjuster at the top of the print head 
(arrowed, right) by one click and try again. Keep adjusting until the print 
appears even across the label. 

 
Optional Wireless network does not connect. 

 

Cycle the power to the print engine and wait 
2 minutes. The lights on the wireless card in 
the print engine should then be lit as shown 

in the photo. If they are lit then the wireless 
card is connected to a network and the 
problem lies with the wireless router or 
computer network. If they are not lit as shown then contact 

Codeology for advice on setting up the wireless card to connect to a 
network. 

 

Air knife does not operate. 
 
Check switch 2 on the P150 main board is set to ‘on’. 

 
Check mains air is supplied to the valve. 
 
Clean the air knife valve. Dirty air can leave deposits in the valve which will clog it over time. 

 
Cannot position label even with Delay 00 or Delay 99 
 

Swop the setting of switch 4 on the P150 control board (see section on switch settings for a 
fuller explanation) 
 

Diagnostics Mode 
 
Switch off the P150, dial up ’99 99’ on the 
thumbwheels and switch back on. This 

sets the P150 into diagnostics mode. 
 
The display will show 

 
1PC2  GP HOME ERR 
N    N  L      C      C 
 

The first N under 1PC2 shows the state of 
the photocell. If you cover it, that will change to Y. The second N shows the state of an optional 
second photocell. 

 
The G refers to the gap sensor state (refer to Calibrating the P150 gap sensor for more 
information). 
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The HOME and ERR are the state of optional microswitches on the outfeed tension arm, not 
normally fitted. 

 
Calibrating the P150 gap sensor 
 
Under normal circumstance the gap sensor will detect labels and gaps on most papers but 

occasionally you may have to adjust the sensitivity. This is likely to be only if you change paper 
suppliers as under most other circumstances the gap sensor copes with most types of papers. 
Before re-calibrating the gap sensor check that your problems are not caused by labels stuck in 

the sensor itself. You will also need to re-calibrate the gap sensor if you replace it with a new 
one. 
 

You will need to alter a potentiometer on the main P150 board (arrowed, right). You can either 
reach this by removing the lid from the controller, or by making a hole in the label overlay of the 
controller front panel (there is already a hole in the 
underlying metalwork). It is so rare that you will need to do 

this that we do not leave the potentiometer accessible by 
default. WARNING there are mains voltages inside the 
machine. 

 
Switch off the P150, note the thumbwheel settings, then 
dial up ’99 99’ on the thumbwheels and switch back on. 

This sets the P150 into diagnostics mode. The display will 
show 
 
1PC2 GP HOME ERR 

N    N   L       0       0 
 
Note to test the label sensor, labels should always be 

placed the correct way around in the gap sensor with the 
backing paper facing the 8mm steel bars. The backing 
paper should also be flush against the sensor nearest the 

8mm bars, as it is when the label path is tight in normal 
operation. It will not work if the label path is loose and the 
labels are allowed close to the sensor furthest away from 
the bars. 

 
1. Peel a label off the roll of labels and place just the 
backing paper in the gap sensor. The screen should show 

G for gap underneath the letters GP. Adjust the pot 
clockwise (when seen from the front of the unit) until L for 
label appears, then back it off anti-clockwise slowly until G 
appears. Next back off the pot anticlockwise a little more, 

usually about 1/8 turn is enough. 
 
2. Now place a label in the gap sensor. The screen should 

show L for label. 
 
3. If this works, move the labels through the gap sensor 

until a gap between labels is in the gap sensor and check 
that the G re-appears. If it is difficult to detect the gap between labels or the L and the G are not 

Checking for label 

Checking for gap 
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consistent, then adjust the gap sensor potentiometer until you get the G showing consistently 
with a gap in the sensor. 

 
Switch off the P150, restore the thumbwheel settings and switch back on. Ensure the label path 
has the correct tension and restart production. 
 

Switch settings and modes of operation 
 
There are 8 dip switches on the main P150 control board. These are accessed by removing the 

cover (isolate the mains before removing the cover). 
 
SW 8  ON   test mode 

           OFF  Normal operation. 
SW 7  ON   Gap sensor sits at end of peeler arm. 
            OFF Gap sensor requires adjustment for label length. 
SW 6  ON   Print Engine triggered immediately. 

            OFF Print Engine triggered with applicator motor. 
SW 5  ON timeout alarm occurs after no more than two labels 

OFF timeout alarm occurs after a fixed time. 

SW 4  ON   Start on photocell leading edge trigger. 
            OFF Start on photocell trailing edge trigger. 
SW 3  ON   Home microswitch ignored. 

           OFF Home microswitch will trigger extra printed labels. 
SW 2  ON   Air Knife fitted 

OFF Air knife not fitted 
SW 1  ON   Alarm 1 blips, 2 on permanently. 

OFF Alarm 1 on permanently, 2 blips 
 
 

SW8 Test Mode 
 
Used: For testing correct operation of inputs, outputs and motor drive. 

 
SW8 ON selects test mode. Turn switch 8 on then cycle the power. All of the outputs are cycled 
and the motor will activate for a few seconds approximately every 10 seconds. This is useful for 
testing motors, drive electronics, output relays, thumbwheels etc. Note a speed of 00 on the 

thumbwheels will stop the motor drive but everything else will continue to cycle. 
 
SW8 off is normal operation. 

 
Test Mode, print engine (irrespective of SW8 
setting) 
 

Press and hold the cancel key for 4 seconds until the 
print engine reboots. 
 

When it has re-started, press ‘test’. 
 
Press ‘count’ three times then press ‘esc’. The print 

engine will now print a quality test label every time the 
photocell is triggered. Look for missing pixels and even 

Quality test label 
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print across the label. Clean the head for if there are any missing pixels, rotate the green print 
head adjuster at the top of the print head by one click and try again to correct any uneven print. 

 
Reload a label design to resume normal operation. 
SW7 Gap Sensor at end of arm 
 

Used: For making changeovers between different sized labels quicker. 
 
If SW7 is ON then the P150 does not stop feeding a label immediately on seeing a gap in the 

labels. It uses software to calculate a run-on distance and then stops. This allows the label 
sensor to sit near the beak and it will not need adjusting when you change over to a different 
label size. You gain on convenience but lose a little on accuracy compared to when the switch 

is off. 
 
IF SW7 is OFF the P150 stops driving the labels as soon as a gap is seen. This means that you 
have to adjust the position of the gap sensor everytime you load a new label size onto the P150. 

 
Note that for labels shorter than 50mm the SW7 should be set to OFF as the software does not 
have time to work accurately for short labels. 

 
SW6 Print engine triggering 
 

Used: To allow slower high-quality print speed in fast throughput or high speed production lines. 
 
If SW6 is ON then as soon as the photocell detects a product the print engine is told to begin 
printing a label. Only after the delay has counted down to zero will the P150 then drive the 

labels onto the box. This is useful if you have a fast throughput but a slow print speed as it gives 
the printer more time to print each label. 
 

If SW6 is OFF then the printer begins to print after the delay has counted to zero and at the 
same time as the P150 has begun feeding the label. This is useful if you are using long round-
the-edge labels. If you start printing very long labels before the P150 feeds then the tension arm 

can reach the end of its travel and you lose all label path tension. 
 
SW 5 timeout alarm  
 

Used: To minimise waste under alarm conditions. 
 
With SW 5 ON the P150 ‘learns’ the length of a label over the first 5 labels applied. A timeout 

will then occur after approximately one and a half label lengths. SW5 should be on by default as 
it puts less stress on the motor drive and mechanics under alarm conditions 
 
With SW5 OFF the alarm times out after a fixed preset time. This is fine with slower application 

speeds but with fast speeds and small labels a timeout may take up to 20 labels length before it 
activates. 
 

SW 4 Photocell trigger mode. 
 
Used: To determine label position on cartons. 

 
With SW 4 ON the P150 will start counting down the delay from the leading edge of the product. 
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This is the normal operation for standard cartons and side-only label application. 
 

With SW4 OFF the P150 will start counting down the delay from the trailing edge of the product. 
This is used for round-the-edge applicators where labels are always wrapped around the trailing 
edge of the carton. It is also useful for long cartons where delay 99 is not long enough. If you 
cannot get the label near enough to the front edge of the carton even with delay 00 then you 

should turn SW4 off. 
 
SW 3 Optional external microswitch triggers. 

 
Used: With optional software to allow the print engine to print extra labels. 
 

SW 3 ON allows an external trigger to print an extra label. This is to provide compatibility with 
older legacy systems but is not required on the P150. 
 
SW3 OFF means any external triggers are ignored.  

 
SW 2 Air Knife fitted 
 

Used: With optional round-the-edge air knife system. 
 
SW 2  ON   enables the pneumatic valve drive for the optional Air Knife for applying labels 

around the back edge of cartons. 
 
SW2 OFF means the air knife is not fitted 
 

SW 1  Alarm output timing. 
 
Used: To control fixed or pulsed signals on the alarm relay. 

 
SW 1 ON means that the P150 Alarm output is pulsed once for approximately 0.5 seconds then 
cleared. 

 
SW1 OFF leaves the P150 alarm output on permanently. This is to allow external equipment 
that requires either pulsed or level alarm activation to respond. 
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Maintenance…Weekly 
 

Print engine Using lint-free wipes and isoproanol cleaner clean the print engine print head and 
label and ribbon paths in the print engine (see the Datamax A-Class instruction manual 
available on the Codeology web site for detailed instructions). DO NOT use sharp instruments 
to remove deposits from the print head as you will destroy it. 

 
P150 Clean the drive roller (15), peeler beak 
and waste rewind (4 on next page) with 

isopropanol and label remover to remove all 
traces of labels, adhesive and silicon backing-
paper dust. 

 
With the unit switched off, grab the drive roller 
(15) and try and rotate it by hand in both 
directions. There should be no play, and any 

rotation should be translated directly into the 
gearbox. If there is any free rotation before the 
gearbox moves then tighten up both grub 

screws inside the drive spindle rewind pulley 
(21). 
 

Grab the pinch roller (9) and pull it away from 
the drive roller. There should be up to 1.5mm 
free movement at each end of the pinch roller. 
If there is less or the movement is stiff replace 

both pinch roller springs (20). 
 
Conveyor Remove label and adhesive build-

up from the tension roller underneath the 
conveyor. Check the roller is free to rotate. 
 

Check for 3-5mm clearance between the belt 
and the side frames at each corner. Adjust the 
tracking by turning the M8 socket head screw at the end of the body nearest 
the rubbing section clockwise by quarter of a turn and at the opposite corner 

anti-clockwise by a quarter of a turn. Recheck after 5 minutes. Repeat as 
necessary until the belt tracks true. 
 

WARNING do not overtighten the tracking bolt nearest the conveyor 
controller as the motor supply cable runs behind it and can be shorted. The 
belt at this end of the conveyor should not extend beyond the end of the 
conveyor frame as shown in the picture on the right. 

Check the conveyor belt tension by checking that the belt is not visibly drooping underneath the 
conveyor bed and that it is not too tight against the tension roller underneath. You should be 
able to push the belt up by hand by at least 5mm above the tension roller. 
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Maintenance…Monthly 
 

Carry out the weekly checks plus: 
 
P150 Check the tightness of the grub screws on 
the waste rewind pulley and main body (11). 

 
Check the tension on the waste rewind belt 9. 
Replace if it has stretched. 

 
Check the operation of the bearings (7) on the 
waste rewind spindle. Replace if there is 

excessive side play on the spindle. 
 
Release the height clamp lever and move the 
P150 up and down. Confirm the clamp plate is 

not jammed and that the gas strut is operational. 
 
If the gas strut fails replace it at once. 

WARNING do not use the machine without an 
operational gas strut as it could be dangerous to 
operators if they undo the height clamp lever. 

 
Check operation of infeed and outfeed tension 
arms. If loose, tighten spindle fixing bolts. 
 

Check and clean the thrust bearing behind the 
label roll disk. Check the brake band behind the 
label roll disk for condition and position, replace 

if perished. 
 
Check operation of idler rollers on the infeed 

tension arm, chassis and motor assembly for 
spindle tightness and free rotation. 
 
Check the wear on the brush strip and replace if necessary. 

 
Check gaps sensors on P150 and print engine for label residue and clean as necessary 
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Maintenance…6-Monthly 
 

Carry out weekly and monthly checks 
plus: 
 
P150 Remove the two SPR/08 springs 

(20). Remove the three M6 countersunk 
screws (19) from the top plate and lift off 
the top plate (1). Keep the pinch roller 

spring upper mount (12) from 
underneath the top plate. Remove the 
pinch roller spindle (8), the pinch roller 

(9) and the spring mounts (11) and (12). 
 
Remove the motor cover. Take care 
when removing the motor cover that the 

bottom spring roller mount (11) does not 
drop out. There is an upgrade kit 
available from Codeology to replace this 

with a flanged mount (as shown). 
 
Inspect the pinch roller spring mounts 

(11) and (12), the bearings at each end 
of the pinch roller (22). Replace any that 
show signs of wear. Inspect the drive 
bearing (7) and the drive shaft at the top 

of the drive roller (15). If either are worn 
then strip out the motor and drive roller 
and replace as necessary. 

 
Check the motor brushes for wear, replace when less than 5mm remains. 
 

Clean the drive roller (15) and pinch roller (9) with isopropanol. If the raised knurls of the pinch 
roller feel smooth to the touch then replace the pinch roller (these will wear eventually, 
experience has shown they last around 2 years before they start to lose their grip). 
 

When reassembling the system use loctite on the three M6 countersunk screws holding the top 
plate in position. Before replacing the springs check that after the three M6 countersinks on the 
top plate have been tightened that the pinch roller spins freely, has a small amount of vertical 

play and that the upper and lower spring mounts slide in their rebates (pull the pinch roller away 
from the drive roller to confirm, it should slide easily at both top and bottom). Fit new pinch roller 
springs (20). 
 

Remove the infeed roll assembly and clean the thrust bearing with isopropanol. Replace if worn. 
 
Inspect the power transistor on the bottom face of the P150 controller. Look for any evidence of 

arcing, corrosion or burning around the fixing screws. If seen, replace the transistor and fixing 
screws. 
 

Conveyor Check tightness of all bolts on the leg and P150 upright assemblies. Remove label 
residue from belt and check for damage, wear, splits or tears, replace as necessary. 
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Maintenance…12-Monthly 
 

Carry out weekly and 6-monthly checks plus: 
 
P150 Remove the motor cover and remove 
both grub screws inside the drive spindle 

rewind pulley (21). Take care when removing 
the motor cover that the bottom spring roller 
mount (11) does not drop out. There is an 

upgrade kit available from Codeology to 
replace this with a flanged mount as shown. 
 

Undo the three M4 screws holding the motor 
mount bracket (16) to the large circular base 
plate (5) and remove the motor (4). Inspect 
the anti-vibration mounts (17) for wear and 

replace if worn or cracked. When 
reassembling the motor mount bracket to the 
base plate, use loctite or similar. 

 
Remove the drive roller and check for signs of 
wear on the drive bearings (7) and on the 

drive shaft (15). Replace any parts showing 
wear. If the silicon coat on the drive roller is 
split or has been cut, replace the drive roller. 
Clean the drive roller with isopropanol. 

 
Follow the instructions under 6-monthly 
checks for reassembly. 

 
Remove infeed and outfeed arms, clean and check bearings and spindles for wear, replace as 
necessary. Check operation of springs on both arms, replace if weak or stretched. 

Disassemble the waste rewind assembly, clean off any label residue, check bearings for wear 
and replace if they are damaged or worn. 
 
Conveyor Slacken the belt off and check tightness of the internal screws fixing the plate under 

the belt to the side frames of the conveyor. Reassemble and reset tracking. 
 
Air knife Remove, dismantle and clean the air knife valve to remove oil deposits. 

 
Clean the air knife blades in an ultrasonic bath to remove deposits. 
 
Print engine Clean any dust and debris from the engine with a soft brush. Check operation in a 

quiet environment and check for squeaking bearings. Do not lubricate bearings, replace if worn. 
 
Remove plug-in electrical cards (observe anti-static precautions), clean edge connectors with 

isopropanol and re-assemble. In particularly corrosive atmospheres, remove covers to internal 
boards and clean internal loom connectors. 
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. 
 
 
P150 Connections  

 
 

Photocell 1 (always used) 

Gap sensor 
Photocell 2 (rarely used) 

Air knife solenoid 

Microswitch connector 
(rarely used) 

Motor 

Print engine trigger 

Integral conveyor alarm stop 

Alarm output 
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Codeology P150 Label Path Quick Reference Sheet 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

To increase tension press PAUSE on print engine then cover photocell on applicator, next cover 
applicator photocell at the same time as pressing PAUSE again. 
To decrease tension, dial 00 on the SPEED thumbwheel then cover photocell on applicator to feed one 
label. Return the Speed thumbwheels to their original setting. 

 

Tension arm..Correct               Too loose                        Too tight                      Much too tight 


